
What Else Impacts Evaluation?  
Glassware 

Glassware can have a profound effect on one’s evaluation of a beer. Certain glasses bring out 
characteristics of various styles. For example, glasses with narrow openings tend to concentrate the 
aromatics of a beer, making them more noticeable. This is typically why beers with heavy aromas are 
served in these types of glasses (e.g. Belgian styles, Imperial IPAs). Remember, a good portion of our 
sense of taste actually comes from smell. Having a beer in the wrong type of glass could significantly 
impact your perception of the aroma and flavor during analysis. Below are examples of various styles of 
glassware and recommended styles for each. Again, this is not all inclusive.  
      
 
 
 

Temperature 

Believe it or not when you have that “ice-cold” glass of beer you are actually altering the flavor and 
aroma impact of that beer. The temperature literally slows down impulses from your sensory receptors 
effectively “numbing” your sense of taste. In addition, increased temperatures tend to bring out more 
aromatics in a beer as chemical compounds become more volatile.  
 
 

Tasting Order 

This is often something that is overlooked. Too many times I have seen people negate to drink beer in 
the correct order and then negatively appraise it for “not having enough flavor or aroma.” Beers should 
generally be drank from lightest in flavor and aroma to heaviest. When organizing your next flight, place 
the lower ABV, lower hopped beers first and the heavier, more hoppy beers last. Some breweries will 
place beers in order from lightest in color to darkest. This is not always the correct way to organize beer. 
Color does not always dictate strength of flavor or aromas. For example, a British Mild can be dark in 
color, but very tame when it comes to flavor and aroma. English Barley wines are typically lighter in 
color than milds and have significantly more flavor, aroma, bitterness, and hop presence. Be careful the 
next time a bartender hands you a flight of beers in colored order!  

Eating and Drinking 

Similar to drinking beer styles in the correct order, heavy foods impact your appraisal of a beer. If your 
palette is fatigued from eating food high in fats or spices, you may not detect the more subtle nuances 
of certain styles. If you truly want to evaluate a beer, consider having water and crackers with you to 
cleanse your palette. Do not eat heavy foods before going beer tasting.  
In addition to eating, being intoxicated affects your ability to evaluate a beer. Not only does intoxication 
depress your senses, but it impacts your judgement and cognition. Pinpointing various sensory 
components of beer is a cognitive task. The more aware you are, the better chance you have of picking 
out various flavors and aromas. True learning takes place when you are alert and attentive to the task at 
hand.  
 
 

Understand Key Ingredients 

Don’t try to blindly sample a beer and distinguish flavors, especially when just starting out. Take the 
time to look at what style you are appraising. Look at the various malts, hops, and adjuncts added into 
the beer. Knowing what is in a beer helps you distinguish various flavor and aroma compounds. For 



example, if you know a beer is aged on apples, you can think about the flavor and try to perceive it in 
the beer you are drinking. Knowing a beer is barrel-aged might help you pick out the various woody 
notes. Knowing the ingredients helps you pair these sensory variables so that the next time you drink a 
beer and don’t know what is in it, you may be able to pick them out.   
For a list of hop varieties: 
http://ychhops.com/varieties 
For a list of malt varieties: 
http://beercolor.com/malt_descriptions.htm 
For yeast strains and fermentation characteristics: 
http://byo.com/resources/yeast 
 
 

Before Your First Sip 

Consider all the items we have discussed above! Know what beer you are drinking - ingredients, style 
guidelines, recommended glassware and temperature. Make sure your palette is clean. Drink water if 
you need to. Take the time to think about the four categories of sensory analysis.  
When you pour the beer, smell it immediately as all the aromatics will come out in the foam. Take a sip 
and hold it in your mouth for a period, letting it touch all the areas of your palette. Take a deep breathe 
in through your nose, and slowly breathe out. Remember, smell is a huge component of taste! If it is an 
aromatic beer whether from the hops, malts, or additions of various adjuncts, let it warm up. The 
increased temperature will bring out volatiles from the various aroma compounds in the beer.  

Conclusion 

Alright, you are an expert now, right? Sadly no. Evaluating beer takes experience, careful thought,  
and repetition. This is only a brief summary of beer tasting and evaluation. Stayed tuned Mahalo.  
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